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Abstract
Colouring cartoon sketches can help children develop their intellect and inspire their artistic creativity. Unlike photo colour-
ization or anime line art colourization, cartoon sketch colourization is challenging due to the scarcity of texture information
and the irregularity of the line structure, which is mainly reflected in the phenomenon of colour-bleeding artifacts in generated
images. We propose a colourization approach for cartoon sketches, which takes both sketches and colour hints as inputs to
produce impressive images. To solve the problem of colour-bleeding artifacts, we propose a multi-discriminator colourization
framework that introduces a texture discriminator in the conditional generative adversarial network (cGAN). Then we com-
bined this framework with a pre-trained auxiliary auto-encoder, where an auxiliary feature loss is designed to further improve
colour quality, and a condition input is introduced to increase the generalization ability over hand-drawn sketches. We present
both quantitative and qualitative evaluations, which prove the effectiveness of our proposed method. We test our method on
sketches of varying complexity and structure, then build an interactive programme based on our model for user study. Experi-
mental results demonstrate that the method generates natural and consistent colour images in real time from sketches drawn by
non-professionals.

Keywords: Image and video processing
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1. Introduction

Cartoon colourization can be one of the most straightforward ways
to develop the intelligence, imagination and creativity of little chil-
dren. Different from common anime sketches or photo sketches, car-
toon sketches have two main characteristics: (1) simple line struc-
ture with less edge and semantic information. Cartoon sketches,
which usually use a simple line to describe a complicated object,
strip away most of the details and retain only general structural
features. (2) Cartoon sketches drawn by non-professionals may be
more irregular and abstract with various changes. These features
make the task of interactive cartoon sketch colourization challeng-
ing, it is mainly reflected in the low quality results with colour-
bleeding artifacts and inconsistent colours when colouring various
cartoon sketches.

In computer graphics to achieve interactive colourization of
sketches, early Lazybrush [SDC09] achieved perfect colour filling
with strict area control and accurate colour propagation. However,
such a method based on traditional interactive image segmentation
cannot generate details from sketches, such as the colour gradient
transition and shadow effect in blank areas of sketches. Likewise,
this method, requiring users to provide colour scribble for every in-
fluential area to be coloured, undoubtedly creates a huge workload
for users.

Inspired by deep generative model, especially the generative ad-
versarial networks (GANs) [GPAM*14], most research works have
explored learning-based interactive colourization in a variety of do-
mains, including anime [ZLW*18, YSS21, KJPY19, CMW*18],
art [LSZE20], photo [SLF*17] and scene [GLX*20, ZMG*19].
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Sketches in these works usually have suitable line composition
and contain plenty of structural information that can be used to
paint a satisfactory visual effect. In some researches, however,
some colour-bleeding artifacts also appear along the edges. For in-
stance, the commercial product, PaintsChainer [Yon17], provides
three methods (Tanpopo, Satsuki and Canna), which generate three
different styles of images for amine line arts with scribble colours
as hints. However, when cartoon sketches of children are provided
sparser lines, results usually show plenty of colour-bleeding arti-
facts that lose the realistic texture of real colour images and are dif-
ficult for the user to control. To improve the generalization ability in
various sketches, Ci et al. [CMW*18] introduce a local feature net-
work upon a very deep conditional generative adversarial network
(cGAN), thereby achieving high-quality sketch colourization and
overcoming overfitting when synthesizing sketches. However, some
issues still remain in terms of colour coherency with user hints and
harmonious colour results. Although Style2paints [lll18], as a ma-
ture software, produces stable high-quality images with relatively
consistent colours from what a user specifies, the results may gen-
erate mixed colour artifacts along the image boundaries.

Compared with the above works, cartoon sketches containmuch
simpler line structure with less content information; thus, their
colouring results are more prone to colour artifacts in large blank
areas of the sketches. Likewise, also a challenge for colourization
is the generalization ability in different sketches that is affected by
the irregular characteristics of cartoon sketches.

As we know, the shadow, material and texture information of
greyscales help the greyscale image colourization models produce
more realistic and natural colour images. In our previous work on
anime sketch colourization, the proposed UGSC-GAN [ZZLL21],
which contains two networks, the greyscale generator network and
the colour generation network, utilizes the greyscale image gener-
ated by the first network to provide supplementary texture infor-
mation to generate colour image in the second stage. Nonetheless,
the greyscale image generation process cannot be controlled by user
hints, and the quality of generated greyscale image will directly af-
fect the results of interactive colouring.

In this paper, we designed a colourization model of cartoon
sketches with colour hints. We consider that a realistic greyscale
image provides profitable texture information, that is, the grey dis-
tribution of the pixel and its surrounding spatial neighbourhood pix-
els, which can be used as a supplementary condition for our sketch
colourization. In order to apply grey information reasonably and
make the generated colours guided by colour hints is not affected
by the grey value and the greyscale image quality like previous
work [ZZLL21]. We adopted a texture discriminator to assist our
structure discriminator. As we know, greyscale images do not have
colour information, but retain pixel intensities that sketches do not
have, taking the greyscale image as a constraint, designing a tex-
ture discriminator can help the discriminators better distinguish the
authenticity, thereby guiding the generator to generate an appropri-
ate greyscale distribution similar to greyscale image, and the rela-
tionship between pixels will be denser and more accurate. For the
cartoon sketch colourization, it can keep the colouring smooth and
free of artifacts, especially at the edges and large blank areas. In
addition, we combined the multi-discriminator with a pre-trained
auxiliary auto-encoder (AE). Thus, both the texture and structure

discriminator are conditioned on the intermediate representation
of AE to strengthen colouring ability in different types of cartoon
sketches. To further improve image quality, especially in colour har-
mony, we also designed an auxiliary feature loss based on auxil-
iary AE.

To evaluate our approach, we implement ablative studies of
our proposed module, compare it with existing methods, and
demonstrate the efficiency of our approach in a variety of com-
plex sketches, which include simple non-professional hand-drawn,
sketches in the Sketchy [SBHH16] dataset and our synthetic
sketches. Similarly, we also develop a user interactive colourization
programme used in our two-stage user study. Experiments show that
our proposed colourization method achieves superior performance.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose a cartoon sketch colourization task with colour hints
and develop a user interactive programme for real-time colour-
ization with high practically.

• To solve colour-bleeding artifacts, we propose a texture discrim-
inator to help reconstruct pixel greyscale. The combination of
texture discriminator and structure discriminator effectively im-
proves colouring quality.

• We employ an auxiliary AE for feature-level generative supervi-
sion, which further improves the quality of the generated images.

2. Related Work

2.1. Traditional interactive colourization

The potential use of interactive sketch colourization has encouraged
a new research direction in the field of sketch synthesis. Prior inter-
active colourization methods strongly rely on low-level similarity
metrics to propagate scribble or colour hint. Levin et al. [LLW04]
assumed that adjacent pixels with similar luminance should have a
similar colour. Qu et al. [QWH06] proposed colourization methods
based on texture and gradient information existing in the photos.
The famous Lazybrush of Sýkora et al. [SDC09] achieved perfect
colour filling with strict area control and accurate colour propaga-
tion. However, these methods focus on the strokes where local con-
trol cannot generate more details from sketches, like colour gradient
transition and shadow effect in the blank areas of sketches. Also,
these methods usually require users to provide colour scribbles for
every influential area to be coloured, which undoubtedly creates a
huge workload for users.

2.2. Learning-based interactive colourization

In recent years, many learning-based colourization methods,
which are mainly divided into greyscale and sketch colourization,
have been proposed. Greyscale colourization [KLP*21, XWF*20,
HCL*18] has been studied to create very realistic colour images
with varying degrees of exploration in overcoming colour-bleeding.
For example, Su et al. [SCH20] proposed an instance-aware ap-
proach to extract image features at an instance and full-image level
and then fuse them to predict the final colour image. Kim et al.
[KLP*21] proposed a special edge enhancement framework where
users can correct colour-bleeding effects through strokes. Unlike
greyscale colourization, which relies heavily on the texture and
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gradient information of greyscale, sketch colourization, requiring
synthesizing colour images from sketches with little content infor-
mation, is more prone to noticeable colour bleeding and artifacts.
Ourwork focuses on using greyscale information to assist our sketch
colourization to overcome colour-bleeding artifacts.

Not only must interactive sketch colourization automatically
synthesize colour images. The synthesized images must comply
with user-specified colour conditions, including natural language
[ZMG*19], text [KJPY19], reference images [LSZE20, LKL*20,
CZG*20, ZJLL17], colour scribbles [SLF*17, ZLSS*21], colour
points [ZZI*17, CMW*18, ZLW*18] etc. To guide the colouring of
scene-level drawings of children, Zou et al. [ZMG*19] used natural
language as conditional colouring information. Using text labels,
Kim et al. [KJPY19] guided the network to paint specific colours
in the corresponding regions of objects. Because these colouring
conditions are relatively complex, a user must not only specify the
colour, but also provide the corresponding position or colouring ob-
ject. Paired data are difficult to collect, and it is difficult to estab-
lish dense semantic correspondence between sketches and reference
images with large information differences. Consequently, reference
image-based sketch colourization is still under-explored. Lee et al.
[LKL*20] used an image with geometric distortion as a visual ref-
erence image and designed an attention mechanism to accomplish
colour transfer. Chen et al. [CZG*20] used an active-learning-based
framework to colourize a set of images with a single reference im-
age. Liu et al. [LSZE20] through a pre-trained feature extraction net-
work achieved artistic style sketch colourization by transferring the
reference image style to sketch. These works require that users only
provide images as references, which cannot give users good interac-
tive experiences. Therefore, colour hints based on colour scribbles
or colour points are more suitable for cartoon sketch colourization
for children. Furthermore, colour points may be more friendly for
users in experimental observations.

Several solutions exist for colouring sketches with colour hints.
Sangkloy et al. [SLF*17] learned to generate realistic results from
sketches of specific categories based on the scribble of users. Yonet-
suji [Yon17] provided three models (Tanpopo, Satsuki and Canna),
and realized three styles of colourization. Unfortunately, their re-
sults usually contain plenty of colour-bleeding artifacts with lit-
tle practicability. Ci et al. [CMW*18], who achieved impressive
colouring results by a very deep network, improved the generaliza-
tion ability of the network on sketches by using a local feature net-
work. However, unreliable textures of random locations and blurred,
colour-bleeding artifacts along edges, as well as colour dissonance
and colour inconsistency, may occur in the above methods. Zhang
et al. [ZLW*18] divided the colourization problem into two stages:
(1) a network to obtain a colour draft and (2) colour hints tomake ad-
justment to obtain impressive results. Their style2paintsV4.5 [lll18]
achieves better colouring quality. However, the colouring result
commonly contains more saturated colours than colour hints and is
obviously time-consuming, whichmakes it inconvenient for users to
adjust colours in real time. The above methods tend to reconstruct
pixel-level texture by network learning from a training dataset. To
a certain extent, the occurrence of colour-bleeding artifacts cannot
be avoided. We use the greyscale information of a greyscale image
to prompt our cGAN to focus on texture constraint and use an aux-
iliary AE for further quality improvement. Our generator realizes
real-time colourization with higher practicality.

3. Method

Given a colour hint, our network automatically generates a colour-
ized image of a cartoon sketch, in which colour references the colour
hint, and the structure depends on the sketch. An overview of our
approach is shown in Figure 2.

3.1. Data preparation

During the data preparation phase, using the Baidu image search en-
gine, we collected from the website 15,000 colour images contain-
ing different categories (e.g. plant, animal and transportation) We
trained and evaluated our method on the self-made cartoon dataset,
where, along with simulated colour hints, we synthesized the sketch
and greyscale for each cartoon colour image. Specifically, to obtain
sketches paired with Igt , we adopted the sketch extraction method,
XDoG [WKO12]. For colour hints, we adopted the approach of
Ci et al. [CMW*18]. The locations of the points were determined
by a binary mask, Imask = R >| ξ | where R ∈ 1C × H ×W and
∀r ∈ R, r ∼ U (0, 1), ξ ∼ N(1, 0.005). The tensors form colour hint
Ihint = {Igt × Imask, Imask ∈ 4C × H ×W . In addition, a greyscale im-
age was generated automatically during data loading. It is an aux-
iliary condition that guides our generator to produce a high-quality
image with a clear texture (see Section 3.2 for details). Figure 1
shows the pipeline of data processing.

3.2. Network architecture

The main aim of our work is to generate high-quality cartoon im-
ages from sketches. As shown in Figure 2, our model consists of
three parts: a generator (Gen), two discriminators (Diss, Disg) and a
separately pre-trained auxiliary AE.

3.2.1. Generative network

Our generator architecture is based onU-Net [RFB15] and Efficient-
net [TL19]. Specifically, to generate colours with quality details,
Gen adopts encoder and decoder structures with skip-connection
aiming to preserve low-level feature information. For the encoder,
we used the Efficientnet without using the final pooling operation
and FC layer. Some current sketch colouring methods improve the
quality of generated images, while increasing the complexity of
the models, which greatly limits the efficiency and practicability
of the colouring systems. Efficientnet corresponds to a model scal-
ingmethod that significantly improvesmodel efficiency, making our
model smaller and faster. While SEnet [HSS18] applied to MBCon-
vBlock [HZC*17] of Efficientnet, which emphasizes improving the
receptive field on the feature dimension with less cost and higher
model performance, helps generate colours with overall quality.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the colour hint (Ihint ) is first concate-
nated with the sketch (Isketch) as the input of Gen and then trans-
formed to the feature map via the encoder module. We obtain the
intermediate representation (the grey rectangle of Gen in Figure 2),
which is then upsampled with five transposed convolutional layers
to produce the final colourized image. Specifically, we used batch
normalizations and ReLU activations for each convolutional layer,
except for the last convolutional layer that uses tanh activation.
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Figure 1: Data processing. Colour hint (Ihint ) is simulated from Igt
by the binary mask (Imask). Igt is converted to greyscale (Igrey), and
Isketch is extracted by using XDoG sketch extraction.

3.2.2. Discriminator network

To further improve colourized image quality in the generator archi-
tecture, we introduced a multi-discriminator framework. As illus-
trated in Figure 2, by removing Disg, our architecture is similar to
Pix2pix [IZZE17], which adds additional sketches to both Diss and
Gen as input. Here we named the first discriminator as the structure
discriminator. To be able to fool the Diss, the images generated by
Gen must be sufficiently realistic and match the sketch structure.
For the second discriminator (Disg) shown in Figure 2, we used the
greyscale image as the additional ‘texture’ input, which provides not
only edge information, but also implicitly reserves ‘region category’
information (grey value of each pixel, regional texture, etc.). There-
fore, in addition to obtaining the relationship between Isketch and Igen

or Isketch and Igt , our discriminator also obtains the relationship infor-
mation between Igrey and Igen or Igrey and Igt . The additional ‘texture’
condition enhances the attention of the discriminator to the texture
and details of the corresponding region, and also encourages theGen
to generate images that match the information of the greyscale im-
ages, which greatly improves image quality, especially on solving
the problem of colour-bleeding artifacts.

3.2.3. Auxiliary auto-encoder

Our auxiliary AE consists of the encoder and decoder. The architec-
ture of our auxiliary AE is the same as that for Gen. Different from
Gen, the task of the auxiliary network is to achieve colour image
reconstruction. During the training of Gen and Dis, auxiliary AE is
fixed and provides for intermediate representations (40C × 28H ×
28W ) and the final encoded feature map (1280C × 7H × 7W ) (the
grey rectangle in Figure 2).

Zhang et al. [ZJLL17], in their anime sketches style transfer
work, mention that the output quality of a cGAN-based network
depends on the degree of information gap between the input and
output. The conditional discriminator leads the generator to focus
excessively on the relationship between the sketch and the colour
image, and to some extent ignores the composition of the colour
image, resulting in inevitable overfitting. Therefore, our hope is that
the auxiliary AE provides fine-grained level information of a colour
image to the conditional discriminator to alleviate overfitting.We ar-
gue that the encoded feature map carries limited information about
image details. Thus, it is more effective to use an intermediate repre-
sentation (40C × 28H × 28W ) of our auxiliary AE as the condition
for input ofDisg andDiss for an information supply (see illustration
in Figure 2).

The auxiliary AE encodes the low-dimensional input into a
high-level latent code and forces the network to learn the most

Figure 2: Overview of our proposed approach. The colourization model consists of a generator (Gen), two discriminators (Diss and Disg)
and an auxiliary auto-encoder. The input of Gen is the sketch (Isketch) and the colour hint (Ihint ). Output of the model is Igen. The white box with
the orange dashed arrow pointing to it represents our loss function.
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informative features. We applied the auxiliary AE to refine the in-
termediate representations of our generator, constrain Gen to em-
bed the input sketch into high-dimensional latent space, and rep-
resent the colour information for better colouring. Specifically, to
further improve generated image quality, especially in colour har-
mony and colour coherency, we designed an auxiliary feature loss
by computing the distance between the final encoded feature map
(1280C × 7H × 7W ) of AE and our encoded feature map (details
are given in Section 3.3).

3.3. Loss function

Auxiliary feature loss: There is a large information gap between
sketches and colour images, making it very difficult to map from
sketch domain to colour image domain. Therefore, we introduce an
auxiliary feature loss to encourage our Gen to produce impressive
results with reasonable constraint from the features of the auxil-
iary AE. Our auxiliary feature loss promotes the sketch-hint feature
space to coincide with the corresponding colour image feature space
as much as possible and helps Gen extract useful features more ef-
ficiently. Specifically, we take the final encoded feature map from
auxiliary AE and calculate the distance between it and the corre-
sponding feature of the generator as the auxiliary feature loss. The
loss is defined as follows:

Laux = Es,c,u∼Pdata (s,c,u)[|| fgen(s, u) − faux(c)||1] (1)

where fgen(s, u) denotes the intermediate representations of ourGen,
faux(c) denotes the final encoded feature map of the auxiliary pre-
trained AE. Sketches, colour hints and colour images are repre-
sented by s, u and c, respectively.

Reconstruction loss: Reconstruction loss penalizes the network
for the difference between a generated image and ground truth. Re-
construction loss is essential here as it forces the network to be more
precise with colour by paying more attention to a colour hint. Re-
construction loss is defined as follows:

Lrec = Es,c,u∼Pdata (s,c,u)[||Gen(s, u) − c||1] (2)

whereGen(s, u) denotes the generated image. Sketches, colour hints
and colour images are represented by s, u and c, respectively.

Perceptual loss: To encourage our network to produce a con-
vincing image that conforms to human perception, perceptual loss
[JAFF16] penalizes the model to bridge the semantic gap by send-
ing a generated image and ground truth to the pre-trained model
VGG-16 [SZ14] in ImageNet [DDS*09]. Perceptual loss helps the
model obtain corresponding low-high feature maps from different
convolutional layers. Perceptual loss is defined as follows:

Lperc = Ecgen,c∼Pdata (cgen,c)

[
L∑
i=1

1

Ni
||φi(c) − φi(cgen)||1

]
(3)

where c denotes ground truth, cgen denotes a generated image, φi de-
notes the feature map of the layer i from the VGG-16 andNi denotes
the size of the layer i.

Structure adversarial loss: The structure discriminator (Diss),
as one of the opponents of the generator, has the task not only to
determine the authenticity of the input image, but also to force the

generator to generate a colour image with the same structure as the
input edge image. Based on structure constraint, structure adversar-
ial loss is defined as follows:

Ladvs = Es,c,u∼Pdata (s,c,u)[logDiss(s,Gen(s, u), f
′
aux(c))

+ log(1 − Diss(s, c, f
′
aux(c)))]

− Es,u,c∼Pdata (s,u,c)[Diss(s,Gen(s, u), f
′
aux(c))] (4)

where Diss is the structure discriminator that determines whether
the generated colour image Gen(s, u) and edge image, s, have the
same structure, and f ′aux(c) is the intermediate representations of the
auxiliary AE.

Texture adversarial loss: The texture discriminator (Disg), sim-
ilar to the Diss, as the second opponent of the generator, is used not
only to determine the authenticity of the input image, but also de-
voted to forcing the generator to produce the colour image whose
texture is similar to the original colour image. Texture adversarial
loss helps Gen reconstruct texture information of images and pre-
vents the appearance of colour-bleeding artifacts. Based on texture
constraint, texture adversarial loss is defined as follows:

Ladvg = Eg,c,u∼Pdata (g,c,u)[logDisg(g,Gen(s, u), f
′
aux(c))

+ log(1 − Disg(g, c, f
′
aux(c)))]

− Ec,g,u∼Pdata (c,g,u)[logDisg(g,Gen(s, u), f
′
aux(c))] (5)

where Disg is the texture discriminator that determines whether the
generated colour image, Gen(s, u) and greyscale image, g have a
similar texture and f ′aux(c) is the intermediate representations of the
auxiliary AE.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental settings

Dataset: We collected a cartoon paintings dataset with 15,000 clean
colour images and a ratio of training sets to test sets of 9:1. We gen-
erated sketch image pairs using the boundary detection filter, XdoG.
The parameters of XdoG were set empirically to t = 0.95, k = 4.5
and f = 10. To verify the adaptability of our model in the future, we
collected some sketches from the authoritative Sketchy [SBHH16]
dataset and hand-drawns of non-professionals.

Network training details. Our model was trained in the Py-
Torch framework through a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 2080ti GPU.
We trained our model using the Adam optimizer. The batch size was
set at 32, the learning rate was 0.0001, and the training epochs were
125. We performed one gradient descent through the discriminator;
the generator executed five times during training. Due to memory
limitation, the resolution of the image was set to 224 × 224.

4.2. Ablation study

We conducted ablation studies in both qualitative and quantitative
evaluations to analyse how the components proposed in our frame-
work contribute to the final performance of cartoon sketch colour-
ization.
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Figure 3: Validation of the structure discriminator. (a) Sketch; (b)
without texture discriminator; (c) with structure discriminator; (d)
partial zoom in red frame; (e) ground truth.

Figure 4: Validation of the texture discriminator. (a) Sketch;
(b)without texture discriminator; (c) with texture discriminator; (d)
partial zoom in red frame; (e) ground truth.

Qualitative comparison for structure constraint: To verify the ef-
fect of structure constraint, we compared the performance of the
model with and without the structure discriminator. As shown in
Figure 3, without the structure discriminator, there is a significant
overflow in some local regions of the images.

Qualitative comparison for texture constraint: To verify the effect
of texture constraint, we compared the performance of the model
with and without the texture discriminator. As shown in Figure 4c,
under the constraint of texture information, the results are vividly
coloured with smooth texture and reasonable colour propagation.
On the contrary, as seen in Figure 4b, colouring results are prone
to show artifact and colour blank without texture constraint. For ex-
ample, there are some grey artifacts in the upper left corner of the
table, and the pineapple leaves lost colour in some areas. According
to Figure 4, we can see that the texture discriminator effectively im-
proves the quality of generated images, especially when eliminating
colour-bleeding artifacts.

Qualitative comparison for Laux: We compared our method with
a clone version, but without Laux. The results are shown in the left

Table 1: Quantitative results of the ablation study.

Methods FID↓ PSNR↑ SSIM↑
W/o diss 37.11 21.54 0.865
W/o disg 38.01 21.20 0.862
W/o Laux 37.63 21.37 0.867
W/o AuxCI 38.26 21.44 0.858
Ours 35.20 21.67 0.870

panel of Figure 5. It can be seen that Laux helps the model generate
more natural and realistic images with proper saturation and smooth
highlights. By contrast, without Laux, the model tends to produce in-
correct colours and shadows, e.g. the dinosaur’s teeth and legs ap-
pear inappropriately coloured, the snake’s nose area is darker, the
freckled shadow on the boy’s face should appear in the freckled area
instead of under his hair, etc. In addition, it is seen that without Laux,
the edge areas of the generated images usually become blurred with
some illusory colours, such as in the third image in the last row of
Figure 5. Using Laux eliminates these effects.

Qualitative comparison for AuxCI: The generalization ability
is crucial for a model to be used for a variety of practical colour-
ing tasks in line art. To verify the capability of the auxiliary condi-
tional input to improve robustness, we test our model on the Sketchy
Dataset [SBHH16]. In the right panel of Figure 5, it can be seen that
our proposedmethod achieves gratifying results. However, when the
AuxCI is removed, some problems such as incomplete colouring,
colour divergence along the edge, and uneven colour distribution
appear in the generated results.

Quantitative evaluation: As our evaluation metrics, we
took peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity in-
dex (SSIM) [WBSS04], and Frechet inception distance (FID)
[HRU*17]. Specifically, we used PSNR to measure the similarity
between two images at the pixel level, SSIM to evaluate the
distortion degree of the generated image content relative to the
ground truth, and FID to assess the overall quality and diversity of
a generated image. Table 1 evaluates the effectiveness of individual
components. Experimental results demonstrate that our total work
has the lowest FID, highest PSNR and SSIM. In addition, it is worth
noting that our colour hints are simulated from ground truth, which
means that our generated images are highly relevant to ground
truth. Thus, PSNR and SSIM are also valid in the current situation.

4.3. Comparison with prior methods

We compared our model against previous colourization methods us-
ing the same sketches with a relatively consistent colour gamut in
terms of colour hints. These methods include the online applica-
tion PaintsChainer (Canna, Satsuki, Tanpopo) [Yon17], the com-
mercial product Style2paints [lll18], UGSC-GAN [ZZLL21] and
Ci et al. [CMW*18], which is a user-guided colouring model us-
ing cGAN. We trained the models Ci et al. [CMW*18] and Zhang
et al. [ZZLL21] on our cartoon dataset.

Figure 6 shows the qualitative results of our model and others. It
can be seen that our model can generate more natural and impressive
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Figure 5: Validation of the auxiliary feature loss (Laux) and the auxiliary condition input (AuxCI). The left panel corresponds to the qualitative
comparison for Laux; the right panel corresponds to the qualitative comparison for AuxCI. The sketches on the right are from the Sketchy
Dataset [SBHH16] and are abstractions of natural images, so we do not provide useless ground truth images.

Figure 6: Comparing results with prior works in our test dataset. (a) Sketch and hints; (b) ours; (c) UGSC-GAN; (d) Ci et al.; (e) Style2paints;
(f) Canna; (g) Satsuki; (h) Tanpopo; (i) ground truth.

images with less colour bleeding and fewer artifacts than the other
methods, and the image colours are also consistent with the colour
hints. In contrast, other methods have some quality problems. As
Figure 6, PaintsChainer suffers from severe colour bleeding, which
is difficult to correct with proper colour hints.

Style2paints, as a mature colourization tool, yields good colour-
ing results, but, as shown in Figure 6e, its generated results appear
oversaturated in colours that differ from the colour hints, with some
colour-bleeding artifacts at the same time. For example, the water-
melon baby and the Christmas stocking in Figure 6e have problem-
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Figure 7: More colouring results of our method. The upper of the left part is the colouring results of non-professional hand-drawn; the bottom
of the left part is the colouring results of the Sketchy dataset; the top right of the image shows the results of our own dataset.

atic colour spreading near the boundaries between adjacent objects.
Also, there are some colours covering image edges in generated im-
ages, such as the edge of the wheel is covered by yellow and the
black edges of the watermelon seeds almost disappear in Figure 6e.

The method of Ci et al. [CMW*18] has fewer artifacts in the gen-
erated images, but it does not follow the user-specified colours very
well, such as the red quilt of the baby watermelon and the brown
bear in the Christmas stocking in Figure 6d. Besides, the colour of
images generated by the method may be lighter than the colour pro-
vided by the user, such as the leg of red monkey and the blue pillars
in the ship in Figure 6d.

The UGSC-GAN, as we can see from Figure 6c, when using
colour points as the colour hints, the colour of images is not smooth
enough, for example, the red colour on the monkey pants does not
sufficiently spread to the boundary of the region. More importantly,
the colour coherency is also descended. When providing the darker
blue to the ship, it displays a lighter colour; when giving a lighter
green to grass, it displays a darker colour. This is largely caused by
the low and high grey values of the greyscale images generated in
the first stage in the corresponding blue and green region, respec-
tively.

Comparison of colouring results in non-closed sketches. The im-
ages shown above all have closed and well-defined boundaries. Fig-
ure 9 shows an additional comparison regarding the colouring of
non-closed sketches. In addition to the methods presented above,
we also added Lazybrush [SDC09], which is a naïve segmentation-
based colouring method that can achieve perfect colour filling with
strict area control and accurate colour propagation. However, as
shown in Figure 9, Lazybrush mainly suffers from two issues: (1) It
needs to provide background colours during colouring, while in the
case where a few blue lines are provided, there is a significant over-
flow in the unclosed region, such as the first line in Figure 9. To pre-
vent overflow, we used blue lines to control the degree of overflow,
but the result will appear to be insufficiently coloured, as shown in

Figure 8: Colouring results with various colour hints. The colour
plates below the sketches show all the colours used in the colouring
process, where the dotted boxes indicate the different colours used
at a particular location, such as orange, red and blue below the
coloured image.

Figure 9: Colouring results for non-closed sketches. The blue lines
in the sketch are used to constrain the background to be white.

the black box area; (2) some local areas with non-clear boundaries
do not overflow, but some jaggedness (a single pixel point) appears
(refer to the blue box areas). By comprehensive comparison with
some previous methods, our method shows the better anti-spill per-
formance when dealing with non-closed sketches.
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Figure 10: User interface for colourizing cartoon sketches. The left
canvas shows the provided sketch (we can also draw line image in
it by using the ‘pen’ tool), the right shows the painting result in real
time. In the middle are colour suggestions, colouring buttons and
colour palette. In the bottom right corner is the reference image
corresponding to the sketch. We have also set a timer on the user
interface.

4.4. More results

Figure 7 shows more results for simple and complex cartoon
sketches, respectively, from non-professional hand-drawn, Sketchy
dataset and our dataset. In the supplementary material, we further
provided a side-by-side comparison of the aforementioned meth-
ods on sketches of varying complexity levels. Figure 8 shows our
colouring results when various colour hints are provided.

4.5. User study

User-guided colourization is a highly subjective issue. Conse-
quently, there is no single absolutely suitable evaluation metric to
measure our architecture effectiveness. Therefore, we conducted a
two-stage user study to evaluate our methods and others.

To evaluate user experience and satisfaction of our method, in
the first-stage of the user study, we developed a user interface to en-
able users to interact (see Figure 10). We provided 15 participants
with a tutorial and asked them to colour their respective randomly
selected two sketches using our method and others (Style2paints,
PaintsChainer, Ci et al. and UGSC-GAN). The order of the colour-
ing methods is up to the participants. We limited them to colouring
two sketches within 45 min, and the number of times, each sketch
is coloured, depends on how satisfied they are with the results. No-
tably, because non-professionals may struggle with choosing suit-
able colours, which to some extent will affect a user’s interactive
experience and painting efficiency, we provided original image ref-
erences and suitable colour suggestions in the user interface (see
Figure 10). Through the experiment, we collected a total of 30 pic-
tures, of which 28 are valid.

During painting, we recorded the time participants took for each
sketch. The average time taking for each method is shown in Fig-
ure 11. After drawing, we provided each participant with a ques-

Figure 11: Visualization of the average colouring time of the five
methods. We compared the average time taken by participants to
paint all the sketches over PaintsChainer, Style2paints [lll18], the
method of Ci et al. [CMW*18], UGSC-GAN [ZZLL21] and ours.
The value in parentheses indicates the standard deviation.

tionnaire and asked them to complete a multi-dimensional survey
consisting of rankings in three dimensions: colour coherency, colour
harmony and colouring sensitivity (the order is the same as in the
questionary).

Colour coherency: Colour coherency indicates, to a greater ex-
tent, whether the model follows the colour tones of the colour hints
provided by users. A good user-guided colourization model fills the
sketch region using the correct red colour, instead of blue or white.

Colour harmony: In the present case, the broader meaning of
colour harmony is whether the colour of an image is natural and
realistic.

Colouring sensitivity: Good sensitivity refers to whether the re-
sults can be displayed quickly after the colour is given. This deter-
mines whether the method is of high practicality.

According to the survey, our method has better user experience
and satisfaction, especially in colour coherency. As shown in Fig-
ure 13a, our method acquired 86.67% of the Top1 votes, indicating
that our method followsmore closely the colour hint of the user. Fur-
thermore, compared with other methods, our model obtains more
natural and realistic colour images for higher visual quality (see
Figure 13b). In addition, as shown by the colouring sensitivity com-
parison with three methods (see Figure 13c), more than 80% of the
participants perceive our method to have better colouring sensitiv-
ity, which indicates that, compared with other methods, our method
achieves the fastest colouring. Similarly, the time records of partic-
ipants’ drawing (see Figure 11) also confirm the speed strength of
our method.

In order to count the number of hints used by the participants,
we added a colour hints counting function to our colouring app. We
choose twomethods that carry the interaction procedure used by our
method: Ci et al. and UGSC-GAN for comparison. The results are
shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Visualization of colour hints counts for the three meth-
ods when drawing the same sketch. To evaluate the effect of colour
hints on colourization, we chose Ci et al. [CMW*18] and UGSC-
GAN [ZZLL21], which can reasonably and easily count points, to
compare with our method.

Figure 13: Comparisons in colour coherency, colour harmony
and colouring sensitivity. We collected participants’ ranking of the
six methods on these three dimensions. The three methods of the
PaintsChainer are coloured simultaneously when the colour hint is
given. Thus, we show only four methods in the colouring sensitivity
dimension.

Figure 14: User preference of different methods. The user prefer-
ence on the vertical axis represents how many users have chosen the
result drawn using the abscissa method.

Figure 15: Limitation analysis. (a) and (d) are sketches; (b) and (e)
are ground truth; (c) and (f) are the results.

From the line graph, it is clear that our method is the least expen-
sive in terms of the hints used. Further combining Figure 13 and the
following Figure 14, we can see that our method can achieve higher
quality and obtain more user preferences with a minimum number
of hints.

To further evaluate the visual quality, we conducted a second-
stage experiment. We collected painting results from the partici-
pants of first-stage user study, and asked another 45 participants to
choose their favourite images colourized by using each method. To
avoid the influence of habitual thinking, we scrambled the order of
the results of images of colouring that used the same sketch in dif-
ferent methods. For the sets of images, we counted the number of
user preferences for each method (see Figure 14). The highest user
preferences show that, in most cases, our model generates images
with more favourites and higher quality.

5. Limitation

Although our model obtains positive achievements in colouring
quality and practicability, there are also some limitations. In our
work, we pay more attention to the underlying feature semantics,
including texture and structure, while not considering the high-level
semantic information of the input sketch. Figure 15 shows several
failure instances, such as the second set of images from the left.
When there is no clear boundary in the sketch, our model tends
to produce blurry effects in regions without boundaries. However,
when the sketch is cluttered with contour information, the colour-
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ing result of our model has colour bleeding as shown in the first set
of images from the left. In the future, we will try to add a semantic
information fusionmodule for generatingmore refined colouring re-
sults.

In addition, our model has difficulty learning and expressing ink
style patterns, such as the sets of images from the right side. The
colouring results can barely reproduce colour gradation and shade
variation of the groundtruth. We believe that some dedicated gener-
ation methods can be developed for ink style images.

6. Conclusion

Our work is a novel study for colourizing cartoon sketches with
colour hints.We proposed aGANbased on cGANwith a texture dis-
criminator. The texture constraint allows our model to focus on gen-
erating appropriate texture information and helps overcome colour-
bleeding artifacts. The auxiliary feature loss based on an auxiliary
AE, using a consistency constraint on a feature-map to assist the
generator in mapping the latent space to ground truth domain, fur-
ther improves colouring quality, especially in colour harmony and
colour coherency. Likewise, the auxiliary condition input of the two
discriminators enhances the generalization ability of our model on
different types of sketches. Experimental results and evaluations
show that ourmethod outperforms existingmethods. Also, our inter-
active programme realizes real-time colourization, giving children
a better painting experience. In the future, as described in Section 5,
we will start to explore ink style image colourization and explore
how to add more semantic information to our model and further im-
prove colouring quality.
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